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• 
January 21, 1994 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
AREA STUDENTS ON DEAN'S LIST 
CHARLESTON, IL--Several area students have been named to the 
Eastern Illinois University Dean's List for the fall semester. 
To be named to the Dean's List, a student must be in the top 
10 percent of his or her college while carrying a full course 
load . 
The same eligibility requirements apply to students with 
undeclared majors and those enrolled in the Board of Governors 
Bachelor of Arts degree program. 
Students from Eastern's four colleges: College of Arts and 
Humanities; College of Education and Professional studies; 
College of Sciences; and Lumpkin College of Business and Applied 
Sciences are included on the Dean's List . 
-30-
NOTE TO THE EDITOR: Attached is a list of students who have been 
named to the Dean's List. The students are listed accordinq to 






REITZ JOSHUA LOUIS 
WALTER BRIAN EDWARD 
WIRTH DAWN M 
STACY HEATHER ANNE 
CARTER SONYA LEIGH 
GUTHRIE BRADLEY A 
PUGH BRAD ROBERT 
PUGH BRAD ROBERT 
BORGEN AMY LEE 
DIXON ANGELA DORENE 
HAMMEL NANCY CARISA 
RENTSCHLER TODD L 
SMITH KAREN MARGARET 
JEWELL CATHERINE E 
RICKEY KIRSTEN E 
.!luue..t..AIP. 5cArJ v 
BERSIG AMY MARIE 
PEPPER BRANDY MARIE 
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EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
DEAN'S LIST FOR FALL 1993 
ZIP CLASS MAJ MAJOR DESCRIPTION 
005 - BOND 
62246 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
~ 
007 - BOONE 
61008 4 069 ZOOLOGY 
61008 4 007 ACCOUNTING 
011 - BUREAU 
61345 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
017 - CASS 
62618 3 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
{pZfpJ/ 4 039 TECHNOLOGY EO W TCHR CERT 
019 - CHAMPAIGN 
61816 3 068 THEATRE ARTS 
61816 3 063 SOCIAL SCIENCE TEACHER CERT 
61821 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
61821 4 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
61821 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
61820 4 035 HISTORY 
61821 4 077 ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY 
b i~ZD 069 ZOOLOGY 2 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
"'tzo 4 037 ~OME ECONOMICS (p / ~.Zt ~ IZ.'i P.lf-{3()~1NeSS 
61847 3 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
61853 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
(.pi~ 2.1 2 I Z.'/ Pre- BuSif\JtiS5 
lotl?d- 1 
" 
ool .4C.<..OOnTI 1\X.::, 




EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
U100-465 DEAN'S LIST FOR FALL 1993 PAGE 2 
12/19/93 019 - CHAMPAIGN 
NAME CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS MAJ MAJOR DESCRIPTION n 
GILLILAND ANTHONY S OGDEN IL 61859 4 010 MARKETING 
MENELEY JAMEY LYNN PESOTUM IL 61863 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
THOMAS JAMES WILLIAM PESOTUM IL 61863 4 091 BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
SOUVA RENEE MARIE RANTOUL IL 61866 3 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
WEITEKAMP HEIDI R RANTOUL IL 61866 2 104 HEALTH STUDIES 
BIRT HOLLY C SAVOY IL 61874 2 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
REYNOLDS CYNTHIA L SIDNEY IL 61877 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
BURSAW JENNY E ST JOSEPH IL 61873 3 017 ENGLISH 
GARCIER PAMELA S TOLONO IL 61880 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
CHIPMAN AARON C URBANA IL 61801 3 035 HISTORY 
HAARHUES CHARLES D URBANA IL 61801 4 045 MUSIC 
021 - CHRISTIAN 
GOWDY APRIL DAWN EDINBURG IL 62531 4 059 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
WARD BRAD NOLEN MT AUBURN IL 62547 4 059 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
MOON JAMES EUGENE PANA IL 62557 4 007 ACCOUNTING 
BANKO KENT DOUGLAS TAYLORVILLE IL 62568 2 017 ENGLISH 
WHITE TINA MARIE TAYLORVILLE IL 62568 4 029 SPANISH 
023 - CLARK 
LIVINGSTON APRIL LYN CASEY IL 62420 1 045 MUSIC 
OWEN MICHELE LEE CASEY IL 62420 3 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/SCI 
SMITH AARON LEE CASEY IL 62420 2 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
TIFFIN ANDREA LEANN CASEY IL 62420 2 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
CRIBELAR DAWN NOELLE MARTINSVILLE IL 62442 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
KANNMACHER MARK LYNC MARTINSVILLE IL 62442 4 039 TECHNOLOGY ED W TCHR CERT 
BLACK KIRK J C.AS€Y IL /gZ.I./2.0 4 078 COMPUTER MANAGEMENT 
SHAFFNER BRENDA LEE WEST UNION IL 62477 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
A l) ~BLE CHRISTOPHER A WESTFIELD IL 62474 3 066 SPEECH COMM~NICATION D. (I.O~ mARY ANN f71AilTJI\J5V tu..£ 1(... (.pZ.'/'1~ 3 0 15 c-u~rn~c-11rr R Y co uCJlllolt.l 
m(J b'-''- rtiM..X fW£rJ D€1\JI\J ISOr\1 il... wz.t.~t-3 if. 0:3.5 HI~TD y 
025 - CLAY o.:.q 5t>Ht'viSH 
MORRIS KAREN L CLAY CITY IL 62824 4 017 ENGLISH 
HUBBLE TIM STEVEN FLORA IL 62839 3 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
BARBEE MARIA ANN LOUISVILLE IL 62858 4 009 MANAGEMENT 
BIBLE JENNIFER LYNN LOUISVILLE IL 62858 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCAT ION 
DAUGHERTY MELISSA D LOUISVILLE IL 62858 4 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
GOODMAN CRYSTAL D LOUISVILLE IL 62858 3 007 ACCOUNTING 
HAGEN MELISSA M LOUISVILLE IL 62858 4 009 MANAGEMENT 
027 - CLINTON 
BAUER MICHELLE M BREESE IL 62230 1 124 PRE-BUSINESS 




REINKENSMEYER JOE W 
BERRY MICHELLE R 
SMITH DARIN SCOTT 
COFFEY TAMARA SUE 
ESKEW HARK FREEMAN 
SCOTT DONALD E JR 
WILLIAMSON WENDEL J 
ADDAMS JAMIE LOUISE 
ANDREWS KRIS 
BALES VIVIAN L 
COLE BRENT MATTHEW 
COLLINS DYLAN ETHAN 
COX COLLEEN 
COX LELLA MARIE 
GERL ING SUSAN H 
GERLING SUSAN H 
GUTOWSKI CARL L 
HARDIN ~y MICHELLE 
KILBOURN SCOTT DAVID 
LAIR HEATHER LYNN 
MAPES ALECIA JEANINE 
HILLER ROBERT LEE 
MURPHY MELODY ANN 
MURPHY MELODY ANN 
PAOOVAN SETH ANDREW 
REARDON TODD H 
RITZ BRYAN ERIC 
SAINT- LOUIS LEIGH R 
SEBBY AMBER DAWN 
SHIELDS JENNIFER LEE 
SIMS KRISTY ANNE 
SIMS RICK JOE 
SMITH DANIELLE K 
SMITH LISA A 
SMITH MICHAEL WM 
SONGER SUE ELLEN 
STEWART JEFF CARL 
STEWART JOHN J 
TOOSI MEHRSHID P 
TUCKER LANCE LEE 
VAIL LAURA LYNN 
WOOLEVER JON L 
COLE ELIZABETH ANNE 
HARDIN SHARON K 
POORMAN JODI LYNN 
,tj()(), vJP..J~I-/1 LDfU,..,.IE -:J"A'{ 
Stil uP. SrcPI1t•JJe liNN 
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EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
U100·465 DEAN'S LIST FOR FALL 1993 PAGE 4 
12/19/93 029 - COLES 
NAME CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS HAJ MAJOR DESCRIPTION " 
ALDRICH RANDY S MATTOON IL 61938 4 019 INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY 
BAKER MAR I A K MATTOON IL 61938 2 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
BUMPUS CARMEN MARIE MATTOON IL 61938 3 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
CALHOUN AMY LYNN MATTOON IL 61938 2 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
CLARK ALEXANDRA L MATTOON IL 61938 2 032 GEOLOGY 
CLAYPOOL TAMMY MARIE MATTOON IL 61938 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
CRAIG CHRISTINE ANN MATTOON IL 61938 1 017 ENGLISH 
DOEHRING CHRISTOPHER MATTOON IL 61938 4 078 COMPUTER MANAGEMENT 
EVANS TANYA SUE MATTOON IL 61938 4 035 HISTORY 
HORATH BRETT STEVEN MATTOON IL 61938 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
KERSEY MARY ELLEN MATTOON IL 61938 3 043 MATHEMATICS 
MONTGOMERY KANDY L MATTOON IL 61938 4 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
PERRY DENNIS RAIF MATTOON IL 61938 4 007 ACCOUNTING 
PERRYMAN DANA LYNN MATTOON IL 61938 4 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
SHUPE JACK LEON MATTOON IL 61938 4 007 ACCOUNTING 
SIMMONS MARILYN L MATTOON IL 61938 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SIMMONS MARILYN L MATTOON IL 61938 4 . 045 MUSIC 
STRONG SHERI LYNN MATTOON IL 61938 4 065 SOCIOLOGY 
ETHINGTON TOBY B OAKLAND IL 61943 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
ADD: HUNT JANICE LYNNE OAKLAND IL 61 ~43 1 000 UNDEC~RED UND~GRAOUATE mc..trWAN Sf/RP.N~ e ru1RRI.£5rotv IL l.DI z..O 3 104 HcALT S Sru016 
DrA~ Dp.'wN D CJ/P.fES roo'-' . I I- ~~q t-O ~ 017 ENGU H 
'(oW r>aA~IIA L. CHII L£:5 fl> f'J I I.- ,.,,qz.o 031 ; _ COOK 0 10 m~P.Y.EnN6 
KAMARYT LAURIE E ARLINGTON HTS IL 60004 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
MARGESON RAECHEL D ARLINGTON HTS IL 60004 4 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
MARIN VERONIQUE ARLINGTON HTS IL 60005 4 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
HETALIOS JOANNA S ARLINGTON HTS IL 60004 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
WIEMERSLAGE PAUL K ARLINGTON HTS IL 60004 4 068 THEATRE ARTS 
CHELLBERG JASON A BLUE ISLAND IL 60406 1 017 ENGLISH 
HOWARD JASON PATRICK BLUE ISLAND IL 60406 2 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
JEROUSEK VICKY E BROOKFIELD IL 60513 4 104 HEALTH STUDIES 
JEROUSEK VICKY E BROOKFIELD IL 60513 4 029 SPANISH 
KOPPE SEAN WP BUFFALO GROVE IL 60089 2 054 PRE-ENGINEERING 
MARRA ROBYN MICHELE BUFFALO GROVE IL 60089 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
SCHNEIDER MARGARET A CALUMET CITY IL 60409 4 009 MANAGEMENT 
081 ADMIN INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
HABERKORN STEPHEN H P/lt..AnNc IL ~00~7 4 017 ENGLISH 
BAIER JAMES MICHAEL CHICAGO IL 60655 1 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
DEGRAZIA HARK JOHN CHICAGO IL 60635 3 020 FINANCE 
EUL AMY LYNNE CHICAGO IL 60618 3 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
KROLL PAUL DAVID CHICAGO IL 60641 3 019 INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY 
LAMB JONI ANGELA CHICAGO IL 60643 2 107 JOURNALISM 
MCCARTHY CHRISTINE D CHICAGO IL 60643 2 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/ SC I 
MCMANUS MEGAN T CHICAGO IL 60655 1 107 JOURNALISM 
HCWEENY ERIN EILEEN CH ICAGO IL 60620 4 112 PRE-PHYSICAL THERAPY 
061 PSYCHOLOGY 
OROURKE KATHLEEN A CHICAGO IL 60633 4 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
PITCHFORD LACHONE L CHICAGO IL 60617 2 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
POTTS DARRYL W CHICAGO IL 60619 2 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
RUF DONNA H CHICAGO IL 60633 3 017 ENGLISH 
ADD~ 1\ob~rfs tilcGiiN (.HI CAGD IL lPow?.fl z C03 /l~T 
C,uRTI5 meGRN V. 1,4/csre:f~ s~s IL ego 55~ z. oo3 A~l 
005 soc..t ou:6 ,, 
6 A~ l-O<b/1 Q..\4 Rl~nNe" 1\ e,"'CbR~1EL.D It- IP05J3 '-/ OIS tl.£m£NmRY G"D U.C-Ano/IJ 
-rtlorn/JS (Y),e,HA£'- fll OP.LANO PK JL {DO~ ID "2:. 3 000 tJN DCCLAR.60 Uf'J [) E"R. CbRAOuf1 rc tYJO~{IIIJ :JenJIIJ,Pa.. ~ [11'1 (:;Rc~~ Vo/1~ 1L tJ, cec..5 4 03 7 J-101l1E eco.v.::m 1 G6 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
U100-465 DEAN'S LIST FOR FALL 1993 PAGE 5 
12/19/93 031 - COOK 
NAME CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS MAJ MAJOR DESCRIPTION ,.. 
KULKA LIZABETH L ELK GROVE IL 60007 4 035 HISTORY 
KEATY BRIAN PATRICK EVERGREEN PK IL 60642 2 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
BAIME JANICE DIANE GLENVIEW IL 60025 3 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
CAMP KIMBERLY A HARVEY IL 60426 3 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/SCI 
VANO JESSICA LYNN HAZEL CREST IL 60429 4 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
SALKA JOHN ANTHONY HILLSIDE IL 60162 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
KING KAREN JEAN HOFFMAN EST IL 60194 4 104 HEALTH STUDIES 
KING KAREN JEAN HOFFMAN EST IL 60194 4 029 SPANISH 
FEINSTEIN SARAH ANNE HOMEWOOD IL 60430 2 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
KURILICH ANNE C HOMEWOOD IL 60430 4 006 BOTANY 
STEINKIRCH LEAH A HOMEWOOD IL 60430 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
RAYMOND MATTHEW W LAGRANGE IL 60525 3 077 ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY 
CLAYBROOK WILLIAM H LANSING IL 60438 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
TIJAN BRIAN JOSEPH LANSING IL 60436 2 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
HAYES PATRIC IA ILA LEMONT IL 60439 3 024 RECREATION ADMINISTRATION 
KING THOMAS JOSEPH LEMONT IL 60439 2 069 ZOOLOGY 041 PRE MEDICINE . 
BAGWANEDEE JAMOONIE LYNWOOD IL 60411 1 107 JOURNALISM . 
HOEHN DAWN MARIE MIDLOTHIAN IL 60445 1 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
MANDEL REBECCA M MT PROSPECT IL 60056 4 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
RODIS ALVIN BR IAN MT PROSPECT IL 60056 4 009 MANAGEMENT 
SURMAN JENNIFER LEE N RIVERSIDE IL 60546 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
GRBAVAC MICHELE NILES IL 60714 4 003 ART 
WOLFF DENNIS JUSTIN NILES IL 60648 4 007 ACCOUNTING 
ERICKSON KRISTA ANN NORTHBROOK IL 60062 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
JERR AMY LYNNE NORTHBROOK IL 60062 1 017 ENGLISH 
MININNI TINA MARIE NORTHLAKE IL 60164 1 043 MATHEMATICS 
DONOVAN MARY M OAK FOREST L 60452 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
MOCH CHRISTINA M OAK FOREST L 60452 3 107 JOURNALISM 
WALSH SEAN MICHAEL OAK FOREST L 60452 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
AMBROSE KIM ANN OAK LAWN L 60453 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
BOEHM JILL ALLISON OAK LAWN L 60453 1 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
FARAGO! KATHLEEN M OAK LAWN L 60453 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
HAUBENREISER JANET D OAK LAWN L 60453 3 008 BUSINESS EDUCATION 
KINTNER JILL DIANE OAK LAWN L 60453 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
BEIN STEPHEN MATTHEW OAK PARK L 60304 3 047 PHILOSOPHY 
DIFFENDERFFER MARK R OAK PARK L 60304 4 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
SCHAPER DEBRA DENISE OAK PARK L 60302 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SCHERRER SARAH M OAK PARK L 60304 1 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SCHERRER SARAH M OAK PARK L 60304 1 045 MUSIC 
SCHWARTZ DANIELLE R OLYMPIA FLDS L 60461 4 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
CASSATA CRAIG ALAN ORLAND PARK L 60462 4 078 COMPUTER MANAGEMENT 
CHOBOT ANNE MARIE ORLAND PARK L 60462 3 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
LARSON TERA LYNNE ORLAND PARK L 60462 4 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/SCI 
LUNDIN MICHELLE L ORLAND PARK L 60462 3 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
PESEK CHRISTINA M ORLAND PARK IL 60462 3 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
RIZZO AIMEE LYNN ORLAND PARK IL 60462 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
SLOVEY KRISTIN M ORLAND PK IL 60462 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
MCARTHUR TRACY MARIE PALATINE IL 60067 4 008 BUSINESS EDUCATION 
NIEMANN JENNIFER K PALATINE IL 60067 2 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/SCI 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
U100-465 DEAN'S LIST FOR FALL 1993 PAGE 6 
12/19/93 031 - COOK 
NAME CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS MAJ MAJOR DESCRIPTION 
,. 
SHARAPATA NANCY E PALATINE L 60067 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
HANSEN ALLISON RAE PALOS HGTS L 60463 3 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
BUSHONG REBECCA MAE PALOS HILLS L 60465 4 009 MANAGEMENT 
KRATZ DEREK JOSEPH PALOS PARK L 60464 4 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
CURTIN CHERYL ANN PARK RIDGE L 60068 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
DIEDEN CYNTHIA C PARK RIDGE L 60068 2 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
CASTEN MICHAEL C RIVER FOREST L 60305 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
WALLACE VERONICA A RIVERDALE L 60627 2 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
DANIELS NICOLE C ROBBINS L 60472 4 020 FINANCE 
SCIACCOTTA AMY MARIE ROLLING MOWS L 60008 1 107 JOURNALISM 
ALMON CINDY LOUISE S HOLLAND L 60473 4 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
HUTSON SHANNON MARIE S. HOLLAND L 60473 2 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
BARTELL! STACIE ANN SCHAUMBURG IL 60193 2 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ERDMAN MICHAEL ROGER SCHAUMBURG IL 60193 4 029 SPANISH 
KOONTZ KEVIN JAMES SO HOLLAND IL 60473 4 007 ACCOUNTING 
KASPRAK JULIE M STREAMWOOD IL 60107 4 065 SOCIOLOGY 
BISHOP BRIAN ANSON TINLEY PARK IL 60477 3 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
JURGES SUSAN LYNN TINLEY PARK IL 60477 2 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
NAVICKAS MARIANNE TINLEY PARK IL 60477 3 017 ENGLISH 
TANNHEIMER MAUREEN T TINLEY PARK IL 60477 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
033 - CRAWFORD 
STEPHENS KRISTEN ANN ANNAPOLIS IL 62413 1 107 JOURNALISM 
LEGGITT BETH ANN OBLONG IL 62449 4 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/SCI 
GARRARD BRIAN R PALESTINE IL 62451 4 006 BOTANY 
BILLINGSLY MICHAEL A ROBINSON IL 62454 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
BURRIS SETH C ROBINSON IL 62454 1 021 FRENCH 
BURRIS SETH C ROBINSON IL 62454 1 043 MATHEMATICS 
GULLETT KARA LYNN ROBINSON IL 62454 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
HALL AMY JO ROBINSON IL 62454 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
JACKSON KELLY S ROBINSON IL 62454 3 010 MARKETING 
JARED JASON MATTHEW ROBINSON IL 62454 3 104 HEALTH STUDIES 
OWEN ANGELA JOYCE ROBINSON IL 62454 4 007 ACCOUNTING 
081 ADMIN INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
(OP.UN " P ~pUZ$ 
035 - CUMBERLAND 
JONES MELISSA IL 3 027 ~PECIAL EDUCATION 
HOLSAPPLE JENNIE LOU GREENUP IL 62428 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ROAN PATRICK WAYNE GREENUP IL 62428 2 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
STEPHENS SCOTT ALAN GREENUP IL 62428 3 040 MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
NIEMEYER TANA LYNN (b~UNVP IL (D7..'1Z2 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
DAVIDSON ERIC SEAN NEOGA IL 62447 4 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
DAVIDSON ERIC SEAN NEOGA IL 62447 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
SUDKAMP SCOTT DAVID NEOGA IL 62447 4 077 ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY 
037 - DEKALB 
TAFEL CRAIG CULLEN CHICAGO IL 60660 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
U100- 465 DEAN'S LIST FOR FALL 1993 PAGE 7 
12/19/93 037 - DEKALB 
NAME CITY- STATE ZIP CLASS MAJ MAJOR DESCRIPTION I" 
SUCHNER KATHRYN STAC DEKALB IL 60115 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
MCGINN MATTHEW B SYCAMORE IL 60178 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
039 - DEWITT 
DOUGHERTY JOSEPH P CLINTON IL 61727 2 054 PRE-ENGINEERING 
MAURER BRIAN G CLINTON IL 61727 4 059 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
SHEPHERD DYAN CLINTON IL 61727 1 124 PRE- BUSINESS 
041 - DOUGLAS 
ANDERSON MICHELE L ARCOLA IL 61910 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATI.ON 
ARD THERESA DIANA ARCOLA IL 61910 3 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
SWITZER MICHELE BETH ARCOLA IL 61910 1 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
FARRIS RACHEL LOUISE CAMARGO IL 61919 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
~ 
WHITE BRETT CHARLES NEWMAN IL 61942 2 043 MATHEMATICS 
BARNETT DAWN MURIEL TUSCOLA IL 61953 2 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
COTHRON MARY ANGELA TUSCOLA IL 61953 4 043 MATHEMATICS 
BURNETT CORY RANDALL VILLA GROVE IL 61956 2 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
CISNA MICHELLE RAE VILLA GROVE IL 61956 2 124 PRE- BUSINESS 
GR EEN RICK E VILLA GROVE IL 61956 4 024 RECREATION ADMINISTRATION 
OSBORN~ RICHARD D (I} VILLA GROVE IL 61956 1 054 PRE-E~ I~ER I NG w~t-1)6 ~AP.P.Il LYf\J -ruScou:t IL i.PiqS3 Jf to<f HEI1LT< TUOI c~ f3C'IEt\ (I) NC .. '( Et.tZ..AB£1H AP.C..OLA It- ~, q,o 4 001 ,4c.COVNTIIliG 
043 - DUPAGE 
AUER JENNIFER LYNN BARTLETT IL 60103 1 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
CASPAR LAURA ANN BARTLETT IL 60103 3 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
SKERSKI JAMIE LYNN BARTLETT IL 60103 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
ZEISBERGER JOSEPHINE BARTLETT IL 60103 1 023 GERMAN 
ZE ISBERGER JOSEPHINE BARTLETT IL 60103 1 059 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
COFFEY ROBERT M BOLINGBROOK IL 60440 2 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
KAAD AMY CATHERINE CAROL STREAM L 60188 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
WALTERS JOHN J CAROL STREAM L 60188 3 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
MOREAU JENNIFER BETH CHARLESTON L 61920 4 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
STEVENSON. DAWN e t-m H u Pos .,.. L (pOl ZIP 3 107 JOURNALISM 
STEVENSON DAWN eLm Hu~~~ L (p()l Z,(p 3 059 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
MARZULLO CHRIST INE L CHICAGO L 60614 4 078 COMPUTER MANAGEMENT 
ANGELOS NICOLE R CLARENDON HLS L 60514 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
JOHNS AMY MARIE CLARENDON HLS L 60514 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
GRAFF FRANCIS E DARIEN L 60561 3 078 COMPUTER MANAGEMENT 
MATIJAS INES LAJLA DARIEN L 60561 3 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
VITO VINCE P DOWNERS GROVE L 60516 2 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
VOLODKA KARINA M DOWNERS GROVE L 60516 4 069 ZOOLOGY 
CADA MARY JOSEPHINE ELMHURST L 60126 2 035 HISTORY 
CULUMBER MICHELE D GLEN ELLYN L 60137 4 077 ENVIRONME NTAL BIOLOGY 
LAMBKE KAREN E HINSDALE L 60521 4 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
WOODRUFF JAMES R HINSDALE L 60521 2 Olf? PHILOSOPHY 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
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12/19/93 043 - DUPAGE 
NAME CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS MAJ MAJOR DESCRIPTION 
SCHUETTE JEFFREY A ITASCA L 60143 4 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
HELTON CONNIE JEAN LISLE L 60532 4 010 MARKETING 
WEEKS KATHLEEN E LOCKPORT L 60441 4 017 ENGLISH 
CUSIMANO AMY LYNNE LOMBARD L 60148 3 104 HEALTH STUDIES 
KOHL SUSANNE LOIS LOMBARD L 60148 4 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
MAY AMY MICHELE LOMBARD L 60148 4 007 ACCOUNTING 
OPLAND DEANNA LYNN LOMBARD L 60148 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
SCHEUER RONAE LYNN LOMBARD L 60148 4 078 COMPUTER MANAGEMENT 
CORNELISON SU NAPERVILLE L 60540 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
DRUMMOND MICHELLE A NAPERVILLE L 60564 4 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
JENSIK PHILIP J NAPERVILLE L 60540 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
RAND AMBER KAY NAPERVILLE L 60565 2 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
RYAN MATTHEW S NAPERVILLE L 60540 3 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
SILBERNAGEL ADAM NAPERVILLE L 60540 4 010 MARKETING 
WALCOTT ROBERT 0 JR NAPERVILLE L 60563 3 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
WATSON JENNIFER M NAPERVILLE L 60563 3 029 SPANISH 
WILEY AISLINN MAR IE NAPERVILLE L 60540 4 009 MANAGEMENT . 
HEYDORN LESLIE ANN ROSELLE IL 60172 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION. 
NUNES LISA LOUISE ROSELLE IL 60172 3 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
DIRIENZO PAUL SOMONAUK IL 60552 3 019 INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY 
WINTERS HEATHER ANNE SYCAMORE IL 60178 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
GREEN SHANNON M VILLA PARK IL 60181 4 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
GILLIAM SEAN NATHAN WEST CHICAGO IL 60186 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
HESTERMAN KURT LEE WEST CHICAGO IL 60185 , 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
BABCZAK SHAYNE L WHEATON IL 60187 3 047 PHILOSOPHY 
BREWSTER HEATHER M WHEATON IL 60187 2 104 HEALTH STUDIES 
FREY JASON C WHEATON IL 60187 2 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
GROENEVELD RICHARD E WHEATON IL 60187 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
HURST BRIAN MICHAEL WHEATON IL 60187 4 063 SOCIAL SCIENCE TEACHER CERT 
KALKBRENNER ANDREA WHEATON IL 60187 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
VOLZ LYNETTE L WHEATON IL 60187 4 010 MARKETING 
VOLZ LYNETTE L WHEATON IL 60187 4 021 FRENCH 
WRIGHT ERIC JOHN WILLOWBROOK IL 60514 3 059 POLITICAL SCIENCE 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
SMITH TIFFANY ERICA WINFIELD IL 60190 1 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
YODER DAYNA RENEE WINFIELD IL 60190 1 045 MUSIC 
CONFORTI AMBER E WOODRIDGE IL 60517 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
ROGALA KRISTY ELIZAB WOODRIDGE IL 60517 1 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
PARI5 
045 - EDGAR 
KELLEY DENNIS MORGAN IL 0IG'f'f 3 065 SOCIOLOGY 
RADKE CHRIS ROSS CHRISMAN IL 61924 3 009 MANAGEMENT 
HACKETT KATHERINE N KANSAS IL 61933 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
HONNOLD MATTHEW PAUL KANSAS IL 61933 1 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
BABER CALL I E PARIS IL 61944 4 065 SOCIOLOGY 
BAILEY DEBBIE JAYNE PARIS IL 61944 3 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
BRINKERHOFF LISA ANN PARIS IL 61944 4 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
POWERS JOHN WILLIAM PARIS IL 61944 2 059 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
WILLOUGHBY SHANE P PARIS IL 61944 1 124 PRE-BUSINESS c DI.Jf...RTIDtV /} {Jf): c 1 rEt.. AM 1 EL12.4WI-/ PARr~ 1<- (plq "1'4 'I 015 r;u;mr;ruTffR.Y 
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12/19/93 045 - EDGAR 
NAME CITY-STATE Z IP CLASS MAJ MAJOR DESCRIPTION 
NEWCOMER REBECCA K REDMON IL 61949 4 113 CAREER OCCUPATIONS 
047 - EDWARDS 
TERRY TAMMY MICHELLE ALBION IL 62806 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
WAGNER HEATHER N ALBION IL 62806 4 104 HEALTH STUDIES 
GREATHOUSE JENNIFER SHOBONIER IL 62885 4 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
RUDOLPH B~TH ELAINE WEST SALEM IL 62476 4 020 FINANCE 
FeN-roN oSEtn#y 6 r.()GST"' 5ALEIY1 II- it;l.ll70> ~ 015 eu;.mENrA~ cDuCAnotJ 
049 - EFFINGHAM 
MANKIN CONNIE SUE AL lAMONT IL 62411 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SHEPARD JESSICA LYNN ALTAMONT IL 62411 2 124 PRE-BUS I NES~ '1 SPRN •SI-4 
CAMP~EL~ HARK ALLEN CHAR~ESTON IL 61920 4 &~ HI STORY 4- Z. t'IIIN 'rrJOY I'IIAY cfFt GHAm IL (f;UOI 3 Zc:t:>LCC:,Y 
HENDRY THERESA M cF!=tf\JGt/Am L tpZf/0/ 4 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
GARBE DEBRA DENISE DIETERICH L 62424 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATIO~ 
HARTKE TRICIA D DIETERICH L 62424 4 010 MARKETING . 
NIEMERG BRENDA C DIETERICH L 62424 4 006 BOTANY 
WHEELER JENNIFER ANN DIETERICH L 62424 1 045 MUSIC 
BARR CHRISTOPHER S EFFINGHAM L 62401 4 019 INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY 
BOVARD MARK EUGENE EFFINGHAM L 62401 4 035 HISTORY 
BROWN LISA RENEE EFFINGHAM L 62401 4 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/SC I 
CHOJNICKI ERIC A EFFINGHAM L 62401 4 020 FINANCE 
DAVIS MICHELLE LEE EFFINGHAM L 62401 4 007 ACCOUNTING 
DUST LISA KAY EFFINGHAM L 62401 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
FEUERBORN KARAN RUTH EFFINGHAM L 62401 4 071 ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY 
FEUERBORN LAURA L EFFINGHAM L 62401 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
GOWIN JASON ROBERT EFFINGHAM L 62401 4 007 ACCOUNTING 
GRIMSLEY LORI L EFFINGHAM L 62401 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
GRUNLOH TAMMY JO EFFINGHAM L 62401 3 006 BOTANY 
KRUGER MICHAEL D EFFINGHAM L 62401 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
KRUGER MICHAEL D EFFINGHAM L 62401 4 035 HISTORY 
MILLER KIMBERLEY F EFFINGHAM L 62401 4 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
SCHOLES DEBORAH ANN EFFINGHAM L 62401 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
STEINEMAN DANIEL E EFFINGHAM L 62401 3 035 HISTORY 
VONDERHEIDE JENNY LV EFFINGHAM L 62401 1 040 MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
ANTRIM-MONK SARAH E SHUMWAY L 62461 4 029 SPANISH 
ANGEL JANEE LYNN TEUTOPOLIS L 62467 3 045 MUSIC 
HARDIEK KATHY JO TEUTOPOLIS L 62467 4 069 ZOOLOGY 
006 BOTANY 
WEBER ANDREW JOHN TEUTOPOLIS IL 62467 3 056 PRE-DENTISTRY 
ADD I ~ESSING ANNE M TEf1,0POL IS IL 62467 2 013 ECONOM~ CS 
• ould -(AIN'fly L:ff717 e , ~~X:>~~ II m lL !.;Z.C/0\ 3 01( ~NC;.t_t H DATE!}_ (V~ruoy :JoE ~r:: tfo.J6HflfYI IL ~?..401 ~ 007 f.CCO UIVrtNG 5TOFIIT Uf'Yl Jofut UNN (I'TJ<I5ol'\} IL z..'l V.3 051~- FAYETTf'15 L~m~:NrrHI.y li Ou<.fiT7orJ 
PIERCE KATHY DIANE BROWNS :TOWN IL 62418 4 007 ACCOUNTING 
HOPPER REBEKAH L FARINA IL 62838 3 027 SPEGIAL EDUCATION 
WHITT JULIE ANN FARINA IL 62838 4 007 ACCOUNTING 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
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12/19/93 051 - FAYETTE 
NAME CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS MAJ MAJOR DESCRIPTION ~ 
LAY ANDREW STEVEN RAMSEY IL 62080 3 019 INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY 
KOEBERLEIN STACIE A ST ELMO IL 62458 3 081 ADMIN INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
ALSTAT ANTHONY J VANDALIA IL 62471 3 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
PfiXT() fl.} 053 - FORD MILLER COREY JACKSON IL lcdl57 4 104 HEALTH STUDIES SCHALL KRYSTAL RENEE MELVIN IL 60952 1 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
SCHOONOVER KRISTI NA PIPER CITY IL 60959 4 061 PSYCt1v ... vGY 
055 - FRANKLIN 
PAGE JENNIFER L JOHNSTON CITY IL 62951 2 017 ENGLISH 
SHANNON CHRISTY ANN SESSER IL 62884 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
057 - FULTON ·. 
TRONE ERIC WAYNE ASTORIA IL 61501 4 009 MANAGEMENT 
GEIER JANE LOUISE CANTON IL 61520 4 043 MATHEMATICS 
WALKt:.R NANCY P CUBA IL 61427 4 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
063 - GRUNDY 
HANLEY JOANNA LYNN COAL CITY IL 60416 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
PROMIS LISA RENEE COAL CITY IL 60416 3 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
BOYLE ANDREA LYNN MORRIS IL 60450 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
~l EGLER BRENDA J MORRIS IL 60450 2 tB/:it ~~~1fS fJDD~ AI LGY ~oDN6'f UJ! mollR•S f l... Ud-150 -'1 
065 - HAMILTON 
ANSELMENT JASON A DAHLGREN IL 62828 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
073 - HENRY 
MCLAUGHLIN SARAH AN WOODHULL IL 61490 2 027 SPECIAL EDUCAT ION 
075 - IROQUOIS 
SCHAFER JENNIFER L CLIFTON IL 60927 2 037 HOME ECONOMICS ALT JEROMY MATTHEW LODA IL 60948 3 042 PHYSICAL EDUCAT ION 
TEIG PATRICK C MILFORD IL 60953 4 019 INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY NAGLE JENNIFER WATSEKA IL 60970 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION QUICK JOSHUA JOHN WATSEKA IL 60970 4 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
077 - JACKSON 
BORAH JESSICA MARIE CARBONDALE IL 62901 1 061 PSYCHOLOGY PFISTER LEAH N DESOTO IL 62924 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
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12/19/93 077 - JACKSON 
NAME CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS MAJ MAJOR DESCRIPTION 
BEALS CRAIG ALAN NEWTON IL 62448 
079 - JASPER 
4 063 SOCIAL SCIENCE TEACHER CERT 
BROOKS KARLA JEAN NEWTON IL 62448 3 007 ACCOUNTING 
CARTER DANIEL JOHN NEWTON IL 62448 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
KELLER DEANN MICHELL NEWTON IL 62448 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
JANSEN VICKI ANGELA TEUTOPOLIS IL 62467 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
L I DY Tl NA MAR I E WHEELER IL 62479 4 007 ACCOUNTING 
SMITH MELISSA KAY WHEELER IL 62479 2 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
081 - JEFFERSON 
GERMANN MICHELLE L MT VERNON IL 62364 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
RECTOR LORI RAE MT VERNON IL 62864 3 054 PRE-ENGINEERING 
083 - JERSEY ·. 
CHURCH DAYNA LYNN JERSEYVILLE IL 62052 1 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
WITT JENNIFER L JERSEYVILLE IL 62052 4 024 RECREATION ADMINISTRATION 
087 - JOHNSON 
MILLER KENNETH E VIENNA IL 62995 3 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
089 - KANE 
HOPP ANTHONY RICHARD AURORA IL 60505 4 045 MUSIC 
CURTIN CARl LYNN BATAVIA IL 60510 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
DYLO CARMEN LYNN BATAVIA IL 60510 2 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
KLEIN SHERI L BURLINGTON IL 60109 4 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
HENDERSON MARY CAMM CARPENTERSVLE IL 60110 2 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SUGG LINDA MARIE CARPENTERSVLE IL 60110 3 077 ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY 
ZORDANI SHERRY LYNN CARPENTERSVLE IL 60110 2 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/SCI 
JACKSON CHR ISTOPHER ELGIN IL 60120 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
MOORE ROBIN LYNN ELGIN IL 60123 4 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
WARD AMY ELIZABETH ELGIN IL 60123 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
FARR SARAH KIRSTIN GENEVA IL 60134 1 107 JOURNALISM 
KAHL BRANDON DENNIS MA~E PARK IL 60151 4 024 RECREATION ADMINISTRATION 
ADD: Bt'tLE~ mRP..Y R C.A PcNTCRSVt.£ /L {J)O II 0 t{ o5q fbL1-r1C!.fH ... 5CicNC.c 
091 - KANKAKEE 
ANDREINA NIKKI K BOURBONNAIS IL 60914 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
BUSH AMY EL IZABETH BOURBONNAIS IL 60914 2 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
LANDRY GREGORY P BOURBONNAIS IL 60914 3 035 HISTORY 
LESZCZEWICZ MICHAEL BOURBONNAIS IL 60914 4 007 ACCOUNTING 
NECKOPULOS JODI D BOURBONNAIS IL 60914 3 017 ENGLISH 
PRANICA EVE LOUISE BOURBONNAIS IL 60914 1 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
WETTERGREN JOHN S BOURBONNAIS IL 60914 2 035 HISTORY 
ZORNS ERIC TODD HERSCHER IL 60941 1 035 HISTORY 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
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12/19/93 091 - KANKAKEE 
NAME CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS MAJ MAJOR DESCRIPTION 
CHINSKI KATHRYN R KANKAKEE IL 60901 2 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
FREITAG LEAH MARIE KANKAKEE IL 60901 1 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
GREICIUS CAROL E KANKAKEE IL 60901 3 023 GERMAN 
029 SPANISH 
GRIMES JULIE ANN MANTENO IL 60950 3 033 JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION 
093 - KENDALL 
GIARRANTE ANNE MARIE MINOOKA IL 60447 1 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
095 - KNOX 
BENNE DENA MARIE GALESBURG IL 61401 3 069 ZOOLOGY 
CONNER MICHELLE R GALESBURG IL 61401 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
LAKIN PATRICIA LYNN · GALESBURG IL 61401 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
PAUL AMY CHRISTINE GALESBURG IL 61401 4 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
SIEG JULIE LIN GALESBURG IL 61401 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATIO~ 
097 - LAKE 
LOVEJOY SCOTT DAVID BUFFALO GROVE IL 60089 3 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
PIERCE GORDON L flrJ ncx:.. H IL f&oof.z. 4 054 PRE- ENGINEERING ROBERTS MEGAN E CHICAGO IL 606 9 2 003 ART 
WADLINGTON CYNTHIA R CRYSTAL LAKE IL 60014 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ERIKSEN MICHELLE C GRAYSLAKE IL 60030 3 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
KIRCHHERR KIMBERLY A GRAYSLAKE IL 60030 4 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
DEGRAAF CATHER INE L GURNEE IL 60031 4 017 ENGLISH 
021 FRENCH 
ROBERTS JULIE LYNN GURNEE IL 60031 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
TEPPER AMY GURNEE IL 60031 4 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/SCI 
CONTOIS CYNTHIA J LAKE VILLA IL 60046 3 045 MUSIC 
CAMPBELL KRISTIN E LAKE ZURICH IL 60047 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
JACOBS JANICE BETH LIBERTYVILLE IL 60048 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
NEDDENRIEP GRETCHEN LIBERTYVILLE IL 60048 2 017 ENGLISH 
HARNEY JOSHUA M LINDENHURST IL 60046 3 077 ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY 
MAGOON KATIE I MUNDELEIN IL 60060 4 009 MANAGEMENT 
SCHWERY ROBERT P WADSWORTH IL 60083 4 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
DAVIES KRISTEN K ZION IL 60099 4 045 MUSIC 
099 - LASALLE 
LAMB LYNDA DIANE SENECA IL 61360 2 035 HISTORY 
101 - LAWRENCE 
EDGIN BOB R BRIDGEPORT IL 62417 4 006 BOTANY 
EMMONS BRIAN ALLEN BRIDGEPORT IL 62417 4 033 JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION 
PURCELL HINDI GAYLE BRIDGEPORT IL 62417 3 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/SCI 
WIESIKE GLORIA J BRIDGEPORT IL 62417 4 017 ENGLISH 
SWEETEN EL IZABETH E LAw ~trJ(CVli/C IL (p2-L/3q 4 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
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12/19/93 101 - LAWRENCE 
NAME CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS MAJ MAJOR DESCRIPTION 
HENRY JANNA MARIE LAWRENCEVILLE IL 62439 4 008 BUSINESS EDUCATION 
TOUGAW LAURA LEANNE ST FRANCISVLE IL 62460 4 043 MATHEMATICS 
055 PHYSICS 
105 - LIVINGSTON 
HORINE MICHELE R FORREST IL 61741 2 035 HISTORY 
FUSS DANIEL E PONTIAC IL 61764 4 078 COMPUTER MANAGEMENT 
KRIPPEL TODD L PONTIAC IL 61764 2 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
107 - LOGAN 
GREATHOUSE KEVIN W LAWNDALE IL 61751 4 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
CRAVATTA CHAD M LINCOLN IL 62656 3 069 ZOOLOGY 
056 PRE-DENTISTRY 
111 -MCHENRY ' 
LUTZ DANIELLE MARIE ALGONQUIN IL 60102 2 124 PRE- BUSINESS 
ERWIN MELISSA ROSE CARY IL 60013 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
NELSON BRIAN C CRYSTAL LAKE IL 60014 3 107 JOURNALISM 
LAFEVER KYLE BRIAN MCHENRY IL 60050 2 003 ART 
GUTWEIN MARC BRANDON UNION IL 60180 2 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
113 - MCLEAN 
EFAW DIANE LOUISE BLOOMINGTON IL 61704 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ROSS REBECCA LEE BLOOMINGTON IL 61701 2 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
FINCK MICHAEL AUSTIN GRIDLEY IL 61744 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
RAMHOLZ CYNTHIA M NORMAL IL 61761 2 124 PRE- BUSINESS 
NETTLETON DAWN N SAYBROOK IL 61770 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
BLAN~ ~ICOLE RENEE TOWA~DA ~ IL 61776'{ 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
f.t)D : ~ 6(.)._ I € 1..- 5TACI/:j J 6GU. Wt_v:> ,,_ (pi 7 z. s oz.o f=/NRIIJCE l'it"U...e.I<:.GL -roD() AQ'IfY\ Bf:U. I OVl t;"f._ IL. ~172.-1./ O<f3 rYlf/THt:.mArt c:.5 
115 - MACON 
JACKSON KATHRYN J BLUE MOUND IL 62513 4 033 JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION 
BAKER FRANCES LORENE D#iCATUR IL (pZSZ.Z.. 2 069 ZOOLOGY 
CARR JODY LYN DECATUR IL 62522 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
JONES PHILLIP TODD DECATUR IL 62521 4 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
KAMMEIER KARA C DECATUR IL 62521 1 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
KLEMENS JAMES J DECATUR IL 62526 2 069 ZOOLOGY 
041 PRE MEDICINE 
PARRISH SHERRY K DECATUR IL 62526 , 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
POTTS CLARENCE B DECATUR IL 62521 4 009 MANAGEMENT 
SCHOENEBERG BRADLEY DECATUR IL 62521 3 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
SCHOENEBERG MELAN IE DECATUR IL 62521 2 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SKELLEY LESLIE D DECATUR IL 62521 2 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/SC I 
WOLFE JAIM RICHARD DECATUR IL 62526 2 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
BROWN KATRINA JOAN MACON IL 62544 4 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
BROWN CHERYL C MOWEAQUA IL 62550 3 113 CAREER OCCUPATIONS 
Aoo: 0'37 HOME ECONOMICS 
~IG'L() WcNOY p /) eC.ATLll' 1'- tp?.SZI 3 017 £ N<Ol-1-?H 
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12/19/93 115 - MACON 
NAME CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS MAJ MAJOR DESCRIPTION 
AKERS BR IAN LEE MT ZION IL 62549 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
GROFF DARRELL ALAN MT Z ION IL 62549 3 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
NUZZO JERRY JAMES MT ZION IL 62549 2 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/SCI 
SCAGGS MARY ANN MT ZION IL 62549 4 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
TARTER KIMBERLY ANN MT ZION IL 62549 1 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
117- MACOUPIN 
SNEDIGAR DARRELL C GIRARD IL 62640 3 059 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
WRIGHT DAVID MICHEAL GIRARD IL 62640 3 007 ACCOUNTING 
SONNEBORN TANYA RHEA HETTICK IL 62649 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
FLOREK TRACEY LYNN SAWYERVILLE IL 62085 4 024 RECREATION ADMINISTRATION 
ALVERS STACIE CARINE STAUNTON IL 62088 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SPUDICH NATHAN ROGER STAUNTON IL 62088 2 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
HOCHMUTH LEEANN R VIRDEN IL 62690 2 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
119 - MAD I SON ~ 
HOSTO JENNIFER R ALHAMBRA IL 62001 4 069 ZOOLOGY 
WICKENHAUSER DANA F ALTON IL 62002 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDER.GRADUATE 
MCRAE GORDON DALE BETHALTO IL 62010 4 007 ACCOUNTING 
BRUNSCH TONYA E COLLINSVILLE IL 62234 4 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
DETTMER SARAH KAY EDWARDSVILLE IL 62025 4 021 FRENCH 
MYERS MICHELLE LYNN EDWARDSVILLE IL 62025 3 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
BONNELL JENNIFER L GODFREY IL 62035 4 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
COOK MATTHEW J GRANITE CITY IL 62040 4 020 FINANCE 
GITCHOFF HEATHER M GRANITE CITY IL 62040 1 035 HISTORY 
SCHUMAN LEAH RENEE GRANITY CITY IL 62040 3 042 PHYSICAL EDUCAT ION 
121 - MARION 
FEIG JENNIFER A CENTRALIA IL 62801 1 043 MATHEMATICS 
HAYES CRYSTAL E IUKA IL 62849 1 029 SPANISH 
SAGER LISA ANN KELL IL 62853 1 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
POWLESS SARA KATHRYN KINMUNDY IL 62854 4 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
GOODIN LISA MARIE SALEM IL 62881 4 027 SPECIAL EDUCAT ION 
KRUMREY AMI MARIE SALEM IL 62881 4 017 ENGLISH 
ROBERTS KIMBERLY A SALEM IL 62881 3 045 MUSIC 
SEE KATHALEEN S SALEM IL 62881 4 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
A~ I); KAUf:(Y)AfJ I111CH~LL£ A (!£NrRflUfi IL. lP z&'ol z JZ</ ('P.G- 6 uS1N€SS 
!",11\J0 t.A~Ry ~ul- C.CNO"Rf.ILIA II.- ~zgo1 If Oql 80HP.C oF C>o'fc ~1\.lC ~ 123 - MARSHALL 
CENKAR STEPHEN A VARNA IL 61375 2 124 PRE- BUSINESS 
125 - MASON 
DOTY BRANDl MICHELLE MANITO IL 61546 1 124 PRE- BUSINESS 
127 - MASSAC 
MOORE AMY ELIZABETH METROPOLIS IL 62960 3 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
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12/19/93 127 - MASSAC 
NAME CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS MAJ MAJOR DESCRIPTION 
WILHELM THOMAS JAMES METROPOLIS IL 62960 4 009 MANAGEMENT 
129 - MENARD 
FOLKERS MELISSA ANN ATHENS IL 62613 4 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/SCI 
133 - MONROE 
BACON NANCY A COLUMBIA IL 62236 4 017 ENGLISH 
KAESTNER JULIA MARIE WATERLOO IL 62298 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
135 - MONTGOMERY 
BENNY JILL ELISABETH HILLSBORO IL 62049 3 078 COMPUTER MANAGEMENT 
LANGEN SCOTT MICHAEL LITCHFIELD IL 62056 4 017 ENGLISH 
KELLER CHRISTINA M NOKOMIS IL 62075- 1 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
HOLDEN MICHELLE L PANAMA IL 62071 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATIO~ 
MEISNER KELLY S RAYMOND IL 62560 1 059 POLIT ICAL SCIENCE • 
MILLER ANDREW N RAYMOND IL 62560 3 006 BOTANY 
SNYDER TONYA DONETTE RAYMOND IL 62560 4 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
WALCH AMANDA EILEEN RAYMOND IL 62560 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
137 - MORGAN 
EASLEY TRINA MARIE CHAPIN IL 62628 3 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/SCI 
JOCKISCH SAMANTHA C CONCORD IL 62631 2 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/SCI 
HOCKING KARA NICOLE FRANKLIN IL 62638 3 027 SPEC IAL EDUCATION 
139 - MOULTRIE 
JOHNSON JILL M ARTHUR IL 61911 3 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/SCI 
ANDERSON STACEY R SULLIVAN IL 61951 3 104 HEALTH STUDIES 
DENTON KATHY L SULLIVAN IL 61951 4 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
KELLOGG DAVID B SULLIVAN IL 61951 3 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
NETHERTON CAREY A SULLIVAN IL 61951 2 003 ART 
047 PHILOSOPHY 
SLEETH STEPHANIE A SULLIVAN IL 61951 2 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
141 - OGLE 
MORRISON ANNA E BYRON IL 61010 1 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
MILLER EMILY K POLO IL 61064 3 077 ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY 
143 - PEORIA 
PINTER PASCALE J P£Of\1A IL {b[fo/C{ 4 003 ART 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
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NAME CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS MAJ MAJOR DESCRIPTION ~ 
CRULL RAYMOND TODD CHILLICOTHE L 61523 3 003 ART 
THEHAS TRESSA LEA CHILLICOTHE L 61523 3 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
TURNER ELIZABETH A CHILLICOTHE L 61523 1 069 ZOOLOGY 
SCHMIED KATRINA M HANNA CITY L 61536 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
ANDERSON MARC S PEORIA L 61615 3 035 HISTORY 
BRUESCH JANA LEE PEORIA L 61614 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
DONAHUE AMY C PEORIA L 61604 4 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
GARCEAU ER IN CAROL PEORIA L 61615 2 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/SCI 
KRUSE DOUGLAS PAUL PEORIA L 61614 4 010 MARKETING 
MARTINDALE SHAE M PEORIA L 61604 1 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
MOSES SHANNON MARIE PEORIA L 61614 4 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
NOWLAN MATTHEW WAYNE PEORIA L 61606 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SACK KATHRYN M PEORIA L 61614 4 065 SOCIOLOGY 
GILLES STEPHANIE JO PRINCEVILLE L 61559 3 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
145 - PERRY 
·. HEAPE AMELIA JEAN DUQUOIN IL 62832 4 068 THEATRE ARTS 
066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
147- PIATT 
STPIERRE KIMBERLEE R CERRO GORDO IL 61818 4 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
GILBERT CHRISTINA E MANSFIELD IL 61854 1 017 ENGLISH 
066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
COPE STACIE LAUREL MONTICELLO IL 61856 4 068 THEATRE ARTS 
KOON MARK DAVID MONTICELLO IL 61856 2 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
ONAN SHANNON NICOLE MONTICELLO IL 61856 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
PRATHER HOPE SHIRIN MONTICELLO IL 61856 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
GOBLE BRANDON LEE WELDON IL 61882 4 009 MANAGEMENT 
,4 D t>~ sow tJ z.a Char 'j t..e.,e, moiUnccu.o IL- lfl <65(.q Cj Ofl, PHYSICAL G CUCA 170tV 
149- PIKE 
BROWN BRENDA SUE NEW CANTON IL 62356 4 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
157 - RANDOLPH 
PINKS KELLY RHEA CHESTER IL 62233 2 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
WELGE JEFFREY ALLAN CHESTER IL 62233 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
KING TIMOTHY PAUL SPARTA IL 62286 1 054 PRE-ENGINEERING 
159 - RICHLAND 
SEILER NANCY JO DUNDAS IL 62425 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ANDERSON ANNE E OLNEY IL 62450 2 069 ZOOLOGY 
BOLDT NANCY L OLNEY IL 62450 4 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
CHARLESTON HEATHER E OLNEY. IL 62450 4 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/SCI 
CRUM CRYSTAL LOUISE OLNEY IL 62450 4 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
DOWTY MICHAEL WAYNE OLNEY IL 62450 4 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
GARRISON MATTHEW R OLNEY IL 62450 3 017 ENGLISH 
ADb~ EV6R CAAA tnAOEe ()l.JJCY jl.. u~t/50 J.j 0/1 C.HCIY)15r"RY 
Jo()[) $"TAC!..I l.AC.K€'/ OLNC;Y IL. (p2'1 50 3 12'4 PR£ ~ .BU5tNt;~S 
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NAME CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS MAJ MAJOR DESCRIPTION ' 
GROVE LORI ANN OLNEY IL 62450 4 007 ACCOUNTING 
INGRAM HARK ALLEN OLNEY IL 62450 2 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
KEYTH NANCY JOLENE OLNEY IL 62450 4 069 ZOOLOGY 
RITTER CHRISTY MARIE OLNEY IL 62450 3 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
RUESCH DEBRA ANNE OLNEY IL 62450 4 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/SCI 
SANDERS MARK DAV ID OLNEY IL 62450 2 124 PRE- BUSINESS 
SMITH JASON T OLNEY IL 62450 4 043 MATHEMATICS 
161 - ROCK ISLAND 
GARRISON LISA MAR IE HAMPTON IL 61256 2 065 SOCIOLOGY 
FLICK JASON A MOLINE IL 61265 4 033 JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION 
163 - ST CLAIR 
JOHNSON MATTHEW JOHN BELLEVILLE IL 62223 4 003 ART 
PETRI KAREN MARIE BELLEVILLE IL 62220 4 059 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
GRIFFIN JAMES TREVOR oupo IL 4>Z.z..31 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRAD~ATE 
HARPE MARY C · 8£~LEVtL.L€; IL ~z.ZZ.I 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
STUKENBERG NANCY M MASCOUTAH IL 62258 2 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/SCI 
TORRES CHRISTOPHER C MASCOUTAH IL 62258 4 009 MANAGEMENT 
BRUNE MONICA MILLSTADT IL 62260 3 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
MADDOX ALISON MARIE NEW ATHENS IL 62264 2 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
GRESS JACOB WILLARD OFALLON IL 62269 3 010 MARKETING 
TRENTMA~ NEAL A ST LIBORY IL 62282 4 019 INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY 
AOO: HOOO 'AIC::>E Y,ir~f•f'l BeLL c-v tl.LE IL. l#Z.Z.z..3 i. 015 £t...l£m£Ni"RRy cOUC.RfiOAJ LUI'\ASEI<; -:JASoN rr1 B£u..£vtu...e tL ~·z.:u I Otl C.Ht:m tSrA y 
165 - SALINE 
PATTERSON LISA DAWN HARRISBURG IL 62946 4 081 ADMIN INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
167 - SANGAMON 
MCPEAK DEVRA GAYL CANTRALL IL 62625 3 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
CARTER WILLIAM B JR CHATHAM L 62629 4 059 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
CHAMBERLAIN ANGELA D CHATHAM L 62629 2 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
DRURY SARAH E CHATHAM L 62629 1 077 ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY 
SAVOY STACEY LYNN CHATHAM L 62629 3 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
MANKER WARREN R FARMERSVILLE L 62533 3 107 JOURNALISM 
MANKER WARREN R FARMERSVILLE L 62533 3 059 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
PATIENCE SARAH C PARK RIDGE L 60068 2 003 ART 
DRAUGHAN LAURA L PLEASANT PLNS L 62677 4 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/SCI 
BRUZAN JENNIFER LEIG ROCHESTER L 62563 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
HOFFERKAMP ANNE K ROCHESTER L 62563 2 033 JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION 
MAVIS JESSICA JANE ROCHESTER L 62563 2 003 ART 
BAKER AMI L SHERMAN L 62684 3 069 ZOOLOGY 
KERN BRIAN JOSEPH SHERMAN L 62684 4 078 COMPUTER MANAGEMENT 
SAATHOFF LYNN MARIE SHERMAN L 62684 2 . 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
COCHRAN MATT DUANE SPRINGFIELD L 62704 2 077 ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY 
CORDIER JANICE LYNN SPRINGFIELD L 62704 3 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
ADD' NcwrorJ BAP.e fWI mRlY C.HRTHA(Yl IL (p -z_~z.q I OtJ1 -z.oot...oGy ft/. I I -z.. ~G- Pli~SICAL -rffE~A 
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' NAME CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS MAJ MAJOR DESCRIPTION 
GOSSARD JENNIFER JEA SPRINGFIELD IL 62707 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
HAAK IRVIN SCOTT SPRINGFIELD IL 62702 2 069 ZOOLOGY 
112 PRE-PHYSICAL THERAPY 
LAWRENCE KIMBERLY M SPRINGFIELD IL 62702 4 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
MADURA ALLISON ANN SPRINGFIELD IL 62707 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
PECORARO JOSEPH SPRINGFIELD IL 62702 3 019 INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY 
RICH NANCIANNE SPRINGFIELD IL 62707 4 011 CHEMISTRY 
STACK KAREN BLYE SPRINGFIELD IL 62704 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SZCINSKI KIM PATRICE SPRINGFIELD IL 62704 4 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
TRUMAN KATHERINE J SPRINGFIELD IL 62704 3 069 ZOOLOGY 
112 PRE-PHYSICAL THERAPY 
WHALEN SUZANNE KAY SPRINGFIELD IL 62704 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
WHARTON SUSAN LYNNE SPRINGFIELD IL 62704 3 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
GOBLEMAN LYNETTE M VIRDEN IL 62690 3 011 ENGLISH 
-
TUCKER TERESA JILL WILLIAMSVILLE IL 62693 2 061 PSYCHOLOGY . . 
173 - SHELBY 
HAYDEN ELIZABETH A MOWEAQUA IL 62550 4 042 PHYSt~~~ EDUCATION 
KIRKSEY HEATHER M SHELBYVILLE IL 62565 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
LOGSDON BRADLEY C SHELBYVILLE IL 62565 4 011 CHEMISTRY 
ROBERTS BROOKE R SHELBYVILLE IL 62565 4 020 FINANCE 
ROOD LORI MARIE SHELBYVILLE IL 62565 4 043 MATHEMATICS 013 ECONOMICS 
DURDEL MICHELLE ANN SIGEL IL 62462 2 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
PROBST LISA J SIGEL IL 62462 4 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/SCI 
WALK JEFFERY WM SIGEL IL 62462 4 077 ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY 
BALLINGER LISA R STEWARDSON IL 62463 3 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
BENNETT MELISSA JILL WINDSOR IL 61957 4 011 ENGLISH 
BRANDENBURG ERIC D WINDSOR IL 61957 4 104 HEALTH STUDIES 
ADD: 
HEINTZ SARAH E WINDSOR IL 61957 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
8RADLE'/ 3"1Lt. L 'I NNE SHEL8~VtLL£ tL <P'ZS65 9 1 o<f HcAc..:rH STUOIES 
wi(.H€Un /?;f.err LU SHeL8111tu.E IL ~C..StoS ~ Oil t;NGLLSH 
175 - STARK 
FOGLESONGER HOLLY A WYOMING IL 61491 4 010 MARKETING 
WILKINSON CHRISTINA WYOMING IL 61491 4 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
111 - STEPHENSON 
SMITH SARA ELIZABETH FREEPORT IL 61032 4 003 ART 
119 - TAZEWELL 
-
SCHNEIDER JENNY LYNN EAST PEORIA IL 61611 3 058 PRE-NURSING 
CREBO D BRENT MACKINAW IL 61755 3 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY • 
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NAME CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS MAJ MAJOR DESCRIPTION 
BARTELMAY RYAN M MORTON IL 61550 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
DAVIS TIMOTHY E MORTON IL 61550 4 007 ACCOUNTING 
SCHUPP MEGAN LYNN MORTON IL 61550 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
SPEARMAN CHRISTINA R MORTON IL 61550 3 063 SOCIAL SCIENCE TEACHER CERT 
WILKINSON TAMMY JO MORTON IL 61550 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
COLLIER ANGELA MARIE PEKIN IL 61554 4 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/SCI 
RAHN ALECIA RENE PEKIN IL 61554 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
WELTON JAMIE RYAN PEKIN IL 61554 2 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
MARSHALL KARA DENISE TREMONT IL 61568 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SCHMIDT JENNIFER L TREMONT IL 61568 1 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/SCI 
WEST STEPHANIE M TREMONT IL 61568 4 017 ENGLISH 
BATES WILLIAM BENTON WASHINGTON IL 61571 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
BOLTON ANGEL KAY WASHINGTON IL 61571 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
OLIVER JOANNE EL IZAB WASHINGTON IL 61571 3 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
183 - VERMILION 
BERANEK BETH ANN ALVIN IL 61811 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION. 
BOYER APRIL DAWN DANVILLE IL 61832 4 081 ADMIN INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
DOSS SUZANNE MARIE DANVILLE IL 61832 1 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
HAUN JULIE ANNE DANVILLE IL 61832 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
MARANA PAULA KAY DANVILLE IL 61832 4 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
GOODRUM CARRIE LYN GEORGETOWN IL 61846 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
WILFORD CHRISTINA L GEORGETOWN IL 61846 2 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
KNITTEL AMBER DAWN HOOPESTON IL 60942 1 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
ALBERT STUART LEE OAKWOOD IL 61858 4 017 ENGLISH 
KEEVER KELLY ANN OAKWOOD IL 61858 4 081 ADMIN INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
CLARK MICHELLE L ROSSVILLE IL 60963 1 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/SCI 
JONES BRIDGETTE D TILTON IL 61833 3 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
185 - WABASH 
HERSHEY AMY MICHELLE ALLENDALE IL 62410 3 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
WOOD TRIC IA ANNE ALLENDALE IL 62410 4 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/SCI 
FULLER ELLEN MARIE 1'111 (Y/AmE c.. IL (oZ.!?lP3 4 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
BENDER ALLISON PAIGE MT CARMEL IL 62863 1 017 ENGLISH 
COMPTON KEESHA LEE MT CARMEL IL 62863 4 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/SCI 
GOODSON ANGELA DAWN MT CARMEL IL 62863 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
WARMOTH DIANNA L MT CARMEL IL 62863 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
A 
187 - WARREN 
PARKINS TRACY L ROSEVILLE IL 61473 4 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
189 - WASHINGTON 
FRIEDRICH ERICA D NASHVILLE IL 62263 2 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
KIRCHNER SARA LIZABE NASHVILLE IL 62263 4 017 ENGLISH 
KITOWSKI GINA E NASHVILLE IL 62263 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
PATTON BRIAN WILLIAM OAKDALE IL 62268 4 020 FINANCE 
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"' NAME CITY- STATE ZIP CLASS MAJ MAJOR DESCRIPTION 
191 - WAYNE 
SUTTON KIMBERLY D BLUFORD IL 6?814 4 029 SPANISH 
ATKINSON DANA L ~£F'~ IL ~t~-z..r;z.. 4 007 ACCOUNTING 
MCDANNEL LAURA R FAtP.FtEU) IL ~'2.. '31 4 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
NEAVILL CRAIG M FA•~ FteU) IL lt>Vl37 4 010 MARKETING 
ECKLEBERRY JODIE G FAIRFIELD IL 62837 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
KOONTZ RHONDA C FAIRFIELD IL 62837 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
~UI TT DAPHNE L FAIRFIELD IL 62837 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION I 
EYJtiCLD5 Vu~Q.II\It~ A f:PtRr=tet-0 II.. lPl 'il!j[ 4 1.31 eommuNJC../kJDt..J ~\Soe.()eilS SCI 
193 - WHITE 
NOLAN JOSEPH ROBERT CROSSVILLE IL 62827 1 011 CHEMISTRY 
WELLS VANESSA C GRAYVILLE IL 62844 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
DUCKWORTH KRISTI A MILL SHOALS IL 62862 1 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/SC I 
.. 
195 - WHITESIDE 
NAFTZGER NEIL JAMES ERIE IL 61250 4 059 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
ANDERSON LAURA LYNN ROCK FALLS IL 61071 4 007 ACCOUNTING 
197 - WILL 
VASHKELIS LISA LEE LOCKPORT IL 60441 1 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
SANDERS GEORGE R BOLINGBROOK IL 60440 2 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
TREADWAY JOHN ALLAN BOLINGBROOK IL 60440 2 124 PRE -BUSINESS 
ERICKSON ERIK JOHN CRETE IL 60417 4 124 PRE- BUSINESS 
KAS DEREK ANTHONY CRETE IL 60417 1 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
WRIGHT MICHELLE LYNN CUSTER PARK IL 60481 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
BUSH HANDY RENEE JOLIET IL 60435 3 043 MATHEMATICS 
FARKAS JENNIFER K JOLIET IL 60435 3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
GOADE AMANDA E JOLIET IL 60435 2 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
RAGUSA AMY MARIE JOLIET IL 60435 3 077 ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY 
FOSTER BRIAN M LOCKPORT IL 60441 3 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
VANDERSCHOOT BROOKE LOCKPORT IL 60441 1 003 ART 
LAZZARI PHILIP JOHN MOKENA IL 60448 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
PELSZYNSKI TRIC IA M MOKENA IL 60448 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
VELTMAN ANDREA LYNN MOKENA IL 60448 1 017 ENGLISH 
047 PHILOSOPHY 
SCHMELZEL DIANE NAPERVILLE IL 60565 1 107 JOURNALISM 
BUCHANAN MICHELLE I NEW LENOX IL 60451 4 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
CARSON JOYCE ELAINE NEW LENOX IL 60451 4 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
COSGROVE VIRGINIA G NEW LENOX IL 60451 3 131 COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/SCI 
POPP JENNIFER LYNN NEW LENOX IL 60451 4 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
CERVEN MAUREEN R PLAINFIELD IL 60544 2 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
HUMMEL JENNIFER ANN PLAINFIELD IL 60544 3 069 ZOOLOGY 
SARTAIN KEITH B PLAINFIELD IL 60544 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
FOX BRIGID EILEEN SHOREWOOD IL 60435 4 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
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-
OGDON ROBERT E JR STEGER IL 60415 4 035 HISTORY 
ROBBINS SUSAN MARIE WILMINGTON IL 60481 4 078 COMPUTER MANAGEMENT 
199 - WILLIAMSON 
MCCHESNEY ANGELA D MARION IL 62959 3 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
201 - WINNEBAGO 
DAMON JENNIFER S DURAND IL 61024 1 000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRADUATE 
ACALEY MICHELLE L ROCKFORD IL 61107 2 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
HERNANDEZ JOHNNY J ROCKFORD IL 61114 2 069 ZOOLOGY 
041 PRE MEDICINE 
HRYSZCZUK NANCY ROCKFORD IL 61107 4 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
WILES NICOLE MARIE ROCKFORD IL 61108 4 003 ART 
MCMASTER AMY LYNN ROCKTON IL 61072 1 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
MCVAY RACHEL MARIE ROCKTON IL 61072 4 029 SPANISH 
MEADE HEATHER ANNE ROSCOE IL 61073 2 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION" 
STAMAN CHAD MICHAEL ROSCOE IL 61073 4 010 MARKETING 
203 - WOODFORD 
HOHULIN KRISTY MARIE GOODFIELD IL 61742 4 037 HOME ECONOMICS 
